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Capital gains stall in the final month of the year with 

Sydney recording a second month of lower home values
After showing strong conditions through to September, the final quarter of 2015 ends with capital city 

dwelling values declining by 1.4%

According to the CoreLogic RP Data Home Value Index, dwelling

values were absolutely flat across the combined capitals during

December, with negative movements in Sydney, Adelaide and

Canberra being offset by a rise in dwelling values across the

remaining five capital cities. The Sydney housing market was the

main drag on the December results, with dwelling values down

1.2%, while values were down 1.5% in Adelaide and 1.1% in

Canberra. The remaining capitals saw a rise in dwelling values,

led by a 2.3% bounce in Perth values and a 1.0% rise in Melbourne

values over the month.

After dwelling values had been broadly rising since June 2012, the

December quarter results revealed a 1.4% fall in dwelling values

across the combined capitals, the largest quarter on quarter fall

since December 2011. Six of the eight capital cities recorded a

negative result over the December quarter, with weaker conditions

in Sydney and Melbourne acting as the greatest drag on capital city

performance, according to CoreLogic RP Data head of research

Tim Lawless.

The largest quarterly fall was recorded in Sydney, where dwelling

values were down 2.3% over the final three months of the year,

followed by Melbourne, where dwelling values were 1.9% lower.

The only capital cities to show a rise in dwelling values over the

December quarter were Brisbane (+1.3%) and Adelaide (+0.6%).

This was in contrast to the first three quarters of 2015, where

capital city dwelling values rose by 9.3%, largely driven by a 14.1%

surge in Sydney values and a 13.3% increase in Melbourne. In

stark contrast, the final quarter of 2015 showed Sydney as the

weakest performer of any capital city, with dwelling values down by

-2.3% while Melbourne recorded the second weakest result of

-1.9%.

The complete 2015 calendar year results reveal a 7.8% increase in

capital city dwelling values which is the lowest rate of capital gain

over a calendar year since 2012 when values slipped 0.4% lower

over the full year. Highlighting the diversity in the capital city

housing markets, dwelling values fell across four of the eight

capitals in the 2015 calendar year. The largest of these falls were

recorded in Perth, down by 3.7%, and Darwin down by 3.6%.

Hobart and Adelaide also showed subtle falls of 0.7% and 0.1%.

Despite the recent weakening of housing market conditions in

Sydney and Melbourne, the two largest capital city housing

markets still recorded much stronger annual gains than all other

capital cities, 11.5% in Sydney and 11.2% in Melbourne. Dwelling

values in Brisbane and Canberra were up a more sustainable 4.1%

over the year.

Mr Lawless said, “The wealth created from housing in Sydney and

Melbourne has been exceptional over the past twelve months.”

“In dollar terms, Sydney home owners have seen approximately

$82,000 added to their wealth thanks to the strong capital gains

over the year while home owners in Melbourne have seen the

value of their dwelling grow by approximately $60,400. Brisbane

home owners are $18,560 better off while Canberra owners have

seen the value of their homes increase by approximately $21,900.
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Highlights over the three months to December 2015

• Best performing capital city: Brisbane +1.3 per cent

• Weakest performing capital city: Sydney -2.3 per cent

• Highest rental yields: Hobart houses with gross rental 

yield of 5.4 per cent and Brisbane Units at 5.3 per cent 

• Lowest rental yields: Melbourne houses with gross rental 

yield of 3.0 per cent and Melbourne units at 4.0 per cent

• Most expensive city: Sydney with a median dwelling price 

of $800,000

• Most affordable city: Hobart with a median dwelling price 

of $350,000

* Rest of state change in values are for houses only to end of November

Index results as at December 31, 2015

Region Month Qtr YOY

Sydney  -1.2% -2.3% 11.5% 15.4% $800,000

Melbourne  1.0% -1.9% 11.2% 14.8% $610,000

Brisbane 0.9% 1.3% 4.1% 8.8% $475,000

Adelaide  -1.5% 0.6% -0.1% 4.2% $420,000

Perth  2.3% -0.2% -3.7% 0.2% $510,000

Hobart 0.8% -0.2% -0.7% 4.7% $350,000

Darwin  0.0% -1.4% -3.6% 2.0% $520,000

Canberra  -1.1% -0.1% 4.1% 8.5% $585,000

Combined capitals 0.0% -1.4% 7.8% 11.8% $595,000

Rest of State* -0.2% -0.4% 1.7% $370,000
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Change in dwelling values Total gross 
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Annual change in house and unit values, combined 

capital cities

“Home owners in the remaining capital cities have seen some

erosion of their wealth via falls in the value of their dwelling. The

largest losses have occurred in Perth where the average dwelling

is now worth approximately $19,970 less than it was 12 months

ago, while Darwin home owners have seen the value of their

home shrink by a similar $18,150. The annual decline has been

milder in Adelaide and Hobart, however dwelling values are still

$515 lower in Adelaide over the year and down $2,430 in Hobart.”

“The slowdown in housing market conditions across Sydney and

Melbourne in the last half of 2015 is being driven by a range of

factors that can best be described as both organic and externally

influenced. Organic market conditions have been derived from

affordability pressures, rental yield compression and cyclical

factors, while factors from external influences largely stem from a

change in the regulatory framework introduced by APRA which

has made it more expensive and difficult for investors to access

housing finance. Added to this is higher mortgage rates and more

restrictive credit policies and loan servicing requirements.”

Below, Mr Lawless looks at several key property market

influencers and shares his analysis and views ranging from

overall product type performance, yields and returns and a

five year market retrospective 2010 to 2015:

Performance across product types

Surprisingly, across the combined capitals index, there was little

difference between the capital gain of detached housing versus
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Gross rental yields, houses and units

Houses Units

apartments over 2015, despite detached housing showing a stronger performance than apartments over most of the year. The

amount of new apartment supply under construction hasn’t materially affected the rate of capital gain, at least at the macro level,

however in cities like Melbourne and Brisbane, where new apartment supply has surged relative to historic levels, the difference in

performance is more substantial. In Melbourne, unit values are up 6.9% over the year compared with an 11.7% rise in house values,

while in Brisbane, apartment values have increased by only 1.8% compared with a 4.3% rise in house values. Sydney, where the

apartment market is more mature and new supply has been more geographically diverse, has shown hardly any difference in capital

gains, with house values up 11.5% compared with an 11.3% rise in unit values.

Yields and total returns

The only capital city to see gross rental yields improve over the year has been Hobart, where the average gross yield rose from 5.3%

to 5.4%. Every other city has seen yields compress due to dwelling values rising at a faster pace than rental rates, or, as in the case

of Perth and Darwin, rental rates falling at a faster pace than dwelling values. In Sydney and Melbourne, where the rate of capital

gain has been substantially higher than other capital cities, yields sunk to new historic lows during 2015. The lowest gross yields can

be found in Melbourne, where the typical gross yield on a Melbourne home reached a historic low of 3.0% before improving slightly

over the final two months of the year to reach 3.1%. Similarly, in Sydney, gross yields reached a historic low of 3.3% before showing

a slight recovery to end the year at 3.4%. The highest yields for detached houses can now be found in Hobart, where the typical

house is providing a gross yield of 5.4%. Brisbane is now home to the highest gross rental yields for units, averaging 5.3% in

December.

Despite the low yields being achieved in Sydney and Melbourne, the high rate of capital gain has provided substantially higher total

returns that other capital cities. Combining the return from both capital gain and yield shows Sydney investors would have seen an

average total gross return of 15.4% over the year, while home owners in Melbourne have seen a 14.8% total gross return. At the

other end of the spectrum, the total return in Perth was just 0.2% over the year and in Darwin, the total gross return was a low 2.0%.

By factoring in holding costs and other expenses, it’s easy to see that total net returns would likely have been negative in each of

these cities.

Five year retrospective

The past five years takes into account the previous downturn in housing markets that ran from late 2010 through to the middle of

2012, as well as the current growth phase which broadly commenced in June 2012.

Across the combined capital cities index, dwelling values have recorded an aggregate capital gain of 22.5% over the past five years;

in dollar terms this equates to an increase of approximately $108,000 in every dwelling across the capital cities. Highlighting the two-

tiered nature of housing market conditions over the past five years, at one end of the growth spectrum is Sydney and Melbourne,

where dwelling values have increased by 42.1% (approx. $227,580) and 20.7% ($101,650) respectively. The remaining capital cities

have all seen value appreciation of less than 6.5% over the same time frame. Brisbane was the third best performing capital city with

dwelling values increasing by 6.3%, Canberra values are 5.6% higher, Perth is up 5.0% and Adelaide values are 1.9% higher over

five years. Values in Hobart and Darwin are actually lower than they were five years ago, down by 4.0% in Hobart and 3.7% lower in

Darwin.
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The substantial equity created in Sydney and Melbourne housing is likely to have further positive economic influences as that capital

is redirected towards other investments or asset classes. Potentially, we could see some of this capital move towards the lifestyle

markets which typically benefit from higher discretionary funds.

With some mature aged couples and individuals placing their retirement plans on hold in the wake of the GFC, many have seen their

wealth rebuilt via a strong housing market and partial recovery in equities markets. We are already seeing iconic lifestyle markets like

Cairns, the Gold Coast, Sunshine Coast and Byron Bay regions bouncing back and recording strong housing market conditions after

ongoing weakness between 2008 and 2014.

Outlook for 2016

As we move into 2016, it is clear that the strong housing market conditions of 2015 have softened over the final months of the year,

setting the scene for more sedate conditions in the New Year.

Interest rates are likely to remain at their current historically low setting, which will continue to stimulate housing demand, however

migration rates are continuing to taper which will offset some of this housing demand, particularly in the mining regions, which were

previously benefitting from strong rates of migration from both overseas and interstate.

Clearance rates in Sydney and Melbourne slipped from the high 80% mark around the middle of last year to the low 60% range in

December. Listing numbers are rising, homes are taking longer to sell and value growth has slowed sharply in Sydney and

Melbourne, which were the primary drivers of growth over the recent growth cycle.

Throughout 2016 we may see further moderate value declines in Sydney and Melbourne, however considering population growth has

remained strong in these areas and economic conditions are very healthy in these cities, we would be surprised if dwelling values fell

materially before conditions start to level.

The city that is showing the most promise for capital gains in 2016 is Brisbane, or for that matter, the broader South East Queensland

region. Yields are much higher compared with Sydney and Melbourne, the rate of capital gain has been moderate but sustainable to

date, and affordability is far superior to the two larger cities as well. Interstate migration remains positive into Queensland and may

start to improve with the higher rate of job creation over the past year. The Canberra housing market has also been showing tentative

signs of growing values along with Hobart however, market conditions have been more volatile from month to month in these areas.

The regions that are likely to underperform are those associated with a higher degree of economic uncertainty. The Darwin and Perth

housing markets peaked in late 2014 and both home values and rental rates have fallen over the past year. The rate of decline may

start to ease in these cities; however growth prospects are likely to be at least a year away in these markets. The Adelaide housing

market has remained relatively steady over the year, with values virtually unchanged in 2015. However, as the automobile

manufacturing sector continues to wind down in the region, coupled with the soft resources sector, the economic outlook for the city

isn’t likely to have a positive influence on housing market conditions in the area.

Along with the many other economic variables and factors, the changing regulatory environment is yet another factor likely to

influence the market in 2016, particularly proposals released just prior to Christmas by the Basel Committee to levy higher capital on

investment loans.
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About CoreLogic RP Data

CoreLogic RP Data is a wholly owned subsidiary of CoreLogic (NYSE: CLGX),which is the largest property data and analytics company in the

world. CoreLogic RP Data provides property information, analytics and services across Australia and New Zealand and is currently developing

and growing partnerships throughout Asia. With Australia’s most comprehensive property databases, the company’s combined data offering is

derived from public, contributory and proprietary sources and includes over 500 million decision points spanning over three decades of collection,

providing detailed coverage of property and other encumbrances such as tenancy, location, hazard risk and related performance information.

With over 11,000 customers and 120,000 end users, CoreLogic RP Data is the leading provider of property data, analytics and related services to

consumers, investors, real estate, mortgage, finance, banking, insurance, developers, wealth management and government. CoreLogic RP Data

delivers value to clients through unique data, analytics, workflow technology, advisory and geo spatial services. Clients rely on CoreLogic RP

Data to help identify and manage growth opportunities, improve performance and mitigate risk. CoreLogic RP Data employs over 480 people at

nine locations across Australia and in New Zealand. For more information call 1300 734 318 or visit www.corelogic.com.au

mailto:media@corelogic.com.au
http://www.corelogic.com.au/
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The indices in grey shading have been designed for trading environments in partnership with the Australian Securities Exchange

(www.asx.com.au). Indices under blue shading (Hobart, Darwin, Canberra, Brisbane and the 8 capital city aggregate) are calculated under the

same methodology however are not currently planned to be part of the trading environment.

*The median price is the middle price of all settled sales over the three months to the end of the final month. Median prices are provided as an

indicator of what price a typical home sold for over the most recent quarter. The median price has no direct relationship with the CoreLogic RP

Data Hedonic Index value. The change in the Index value over time reflects the underlying capital growth rates generated by residential property

in the relevant region.

The CoreLogic RP Data Hedonic Index growth rates are not ordinarily influenced by capital expenditure on homes, compositional changes in the

types of properties being transacted, or variations in the type and quality of new homes manufactured over time. The CoreLogic RP Data ‘index

values’ are not, therefore, the same as the ‘median price’ sold during a given period. See the methodology below for further details.

Methodology: The CoreLogic RP Data Hedonic Home Value Index is calculated using a hedonic regression methodology that addresses the

issue of compositional bias associated with median price and other measures. In simple terms, the index is calculated using recent sales data

combined with information about the attributes of individual properties such as the number of bedrooms and bathrooms, land area and

geographical context of the dwelling. By separating each property comprising the index into its various formational and locational attributes,

differing observed sales values for each property can be separated into those associated with varying attributes and those resulting from changes

in the underlying residential property market. Also, by understanding the value associated with each attribute of a given property, this

methodology can be used to estimate the value of dwellings with known characteristics for which there is no recent sales price by observing the

characteristics and sales prices of other dwellings which have recently transacted. It then follows that changes in the market value of the stock of

residential property comprising an index can be accurately tracked through time. RP Data owns and maintains Australia's largest property related

database in Australia which includes transaction data for every home sale within every state and territory. CoreLogic RP Data augments this data

with recent sales advice from real estate industry professionals, listings information and attribute data collected from a variety of sources. For

detailed methodological information please visit www.corelogic.com.au

For more information on the CoreLogic RP Data Indices, please go to http://www.corelogic.com.au

Media enquiries contact:  Mitch Koper , CoreLogic RP Data national communications manager – 07 3114 9879  or media@corelogic.com.au
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Capital Growth to 31 December 2015 Sydney  Melbourne  

Brisbane - 

Gold Coast Adelaide  Perth  

Australia  5 

Capitals  

(ASX) Hobart Darwin  Canberra  Brisbane

Australia  

8 Capitals  

Table 1A: All Dwellings

Month -1.2% 1.0% 0.9% -1.5% 2.3% 0.1% 0.8% 0.0% -1.1% 0.9% 0.0%

Quarter -2.3% -1.9% 1.5% 0.6% -0.2% -1.3% -0.2% -1.4% -0.1% 1.3% -1.4%

Year-to-Date 11.5% 11.2% 4.6% -0.1% -3.7% 8.0% -0.7% -3.6% 4.1% 4.1% 7.8%

Year-on-Year 11.5% 11.2% 4.6% -0.1% -3.7% 8.0% -0.7% -3.6% 4.1% 4.1% 7.8%

Total Return Year-on-Year 15.4% 14.8% 9.4% 4.2% 0.2% 12.0% 4.7% 2.0% 8.5% 8.8% 11.8%

Median price* based on settled sales over quarter $800,000 $610,000 $479,000 $420,000 $510,000 $591,800 $350,000 $520,000 $585,000 $475,000 $595,000

Table 1B: Houses

Month -1.5% 0.7% 1.0% -1.6% 2.5% -0.1% 0.4% -0.7% -1.1% 1.0% -0.1%

Quarter -2.7% -2.3% 1.7% 0.2% -0.1% -1.5% -0.2% -3.2% -0.2% 1.4% -1.6%

Year-to-Date 11.5% 11.7% 4.8% -0.3% -3.8% 8.0% -1.6% -3.7% 4.5% 4.3% 7.8%

Year-on-Year 11.5% 11.7% 4.8% -0.3% -3.8% 8.0% -1.6% -3.7% 4.5% 4.3% 7.8%

Total Return Year-on-Year 15.2% 15.2% 9.6% 4.0% 0.1% 11.9% 3.7% 1.9% 8.9% 9.0% 11.7%

Median price* based on settled sales over quarter $935,000 $675,000 $525,000 $440,000 $525,000 $625,000 $369,500 $540,000 $638,000 $507,500 $625,000

Table 1C: Units

Month 0.2% 3.4% 0.1% -0.4% -0.1% 0.9% 4.9% 3.3% -0.3% -0.5% 0.9%

Quarter -0.3% 1.6% 0.0% 5.6% -1.4% 0.3% 0.0% 6.9% 1.3% 0.0% 0.4%

Year-to-Date 11.3% 6.9% 2.5% 1.4% -3.5% 8.0% 8.6% -3.3% -0.8% 1.8% 7.9%

Year-on-Year 11.3% 6.9% 2.5% 1.4% -3.5% 8.0% 8.6% -3.3% -0.8% 1.8% 7.9%

Total Return Year-on-Year 16.1% 11.4% 8.2% 6.4% 1.1% 12.9% 14.7% 2.4% 4.3% 7.5% 12.8%

Median price* based on settled sales over quarter $676,000 $506,000 $385,000 $350,000 $425,000 $520,000 $287,500 $506,200 $415,000 $390,000 $527,500

Table 1D: Rental Yield Results

Houses 3.2% 3.0% 4.3% 4.1% 3.8% 3.4% 5.4% 5.3% 4.1% 4.2% 3.4%

Units 4.1% 4.0% 5.4% 4.7% 4.4% 4.3% 5.2% 5.2% 5.2% 5.3% 4.3%

http://www.asx.com.au/
http://www.corelogic.com.au/
http://www.corelogic.com.au/
mailto:media@corelogic.com.au

